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Perspectives on Asian
domestic violence
BY BETH STROUD
"Throw out all the bullshit. That's what
women have to do to stop domestic violence," said Grace Poore of the National
Hotline for Battered Women at the November 16th panel discussion, Perspectives on Asian Domestic Violence.
The panel discussion was sponsored
by the Asian Students' Association and
South Asian Women as part of Asian
Awareness Month. The other speakers
were Somphone Si, who works for the
Asian outreach program of Women
Against Abuse in Philadelphia, Pat
Schange of the Women's Center of
MontgomeryCounty,and Kueng Hi Kim,
who works for the Korean Women's
Support Group in Montgomery County.
Poore spoke first. Her presentation was
powerful and disturbing. She said that
she had grown up being abused by her
father, and witnessing her sisters and her
mother being abused as well.
Abuse, she said, comes out of the desire to control. Men in all societies are
socialized to believe that they have the
right to control women and children,
even if that control involves abuse.
She set up three scenarios in which
Asian-American women might experience abuse. One involved an Indian
woman whose husband might criticize
her for being "too traditional" and yet
not allow her to break out of her traditional role as his wife. Another involved
an Afghan woman whose husband might
not allow her to learn English, thus isolating her in the household. A third involved a Vietnamese woman whose
husband, while allowing her to work,
might be threatened if she earned more
money than he did and feel compelled to
assert his control over her by abusing
her. Only one of these hypothetical situations involved physical abuse, but all of
them involved mental and emotional

abuse.
Poorestresssd that, while thesituations
she described were culture-specific, the
forms of abuse were cross-cultural.
The National Hotline defines abuse in
terms of the expedience of the abused
person, not in terms of cuts and bruises.
If a woman's husband or lover treats her
in such a way that she. suffers a loss of
self-esteem and is afraid to express her
own opinion, then she is abused.
Abusive men, said Poore, are not
"monsters." They are often charming,
funny, likeable and successful. The assumption that they are monsters, she
said, "underestimates the insidious
power of the abuser over the abused."
Because they are not monsters, because
they are often charming men, because
they may express remorse for their behavior and swear not to do it again, they
trap women and children in patterns of
abuse.
Women, moreover, are conditioned to
be forgiving and patient, to be "silent,
suffering women." They are brainwashed
into accepting the myth that selflessness
is a mark of femininity.
This combination of men's training for
control and women's training for patience leads to abusive situations which,
instead of reaching a crisis point where
women leave, drag on for ten, twenty or
thirty years.
As Poore said, women are told "the
most dangerous lie of all — that we have
the power to change men." It is this lie
that keeps women from leaving abusive
situations.
What can be done for women who are
abused? Schange talked about the legal
help available to battered women. The
resources are limited, but the situation
appears to have improved over the past
year. In June 1988 the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law which extended the
continued on page 4

Campus leaders Jaye Fox and Genevieve Bell at the Nov. 12 mobilization
photo by Stacy Hirschberg

Anti-choice act passed
BY JESSICA BASS
On Tuesday night, November 14th,
the Pennsylvania State Senate passed The
1989 Abortion Control Act by a two-toone margin. The atmosphere surrounding the vote was tense. Telephone operators at the Senate were flooded with calls
from pro-choice supporters from around
the state, and included a considerable
force from Bryn Mawr College.
Even though all the state House and
one half of the state Senate will be up for
re-election next fall, our state representatives and senators for the most part do
not seem too worried that their antichoice votes will cost them elections next
year. Senator Majority Leader Joseph
Loeper said the quick passage of the
Abortion Control Act was "indicative of

the confidence of the members [in the
House and Senate) as far as representing
the constituents in their district. And I
would be surprised if we see a significant
shift in the membership."
Governor Casey described the bill as a
"reasonable solution to a difficult problem." By the time of this printing, the bill
will most likely have been signed by
Governor Casey. After 60 days it will
become law unless it is challenged successfully in the courts. Pro-choice groups
are planning the best strategy for challenging the bill now.
Pro-choice groups are not certain in
which direction to go now, but one thing
is certain — we will continue to work
toward protecting reproductive rights
for women.

HC hires a Mawrtyr for security position
BY LIZ PENLAND
The security forces of both Bryn Mawr
and Ha verford remain a mystery to most
students. Frightening stories about insufficient protection and horrible attitudes are always circulating. Recently, a
Bryn Mawr student, Robin Hadley '93,
decided to evaluate this issue from the
inside out by applying for the position of
a student security guard at Haverford, a
position for which Bryn Mawr has no
counterpart.
Hadley said that at first she considered her application a test of the security
force's hiring policy concerning female
students. When they actually offered her
a position after consulting the Haverford
powers that be, she was quite surprised
and excited at the chance to be the first

female student security guard. Her
friends, however, reacted in a more
worried fashion. "A lot of people are
really scared for me," said Hadley. "Their
first concern was that I would be raped
or stabbed within the first week."
Since early November, Hadley has
been stationed in the security booth on
the path to HPA two evenings a week.
To prepare her for this, her supervisors
showed her how to use a walkie-talkie,
where to patrol, and what sorts of people
and warning signs to look out for. They
gave her little else by way of instruction
before she assumed the duties of a monitor for that end of Haverford's campus.
Hadley feels that a more thorough training program for student security officers
would help somewhat in improving camcon tinued on page 9

Robin Hadley is watching YOU, Mawrtyrs and Fords
photo courtesy of Robin Hadley
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Thanks to Coalition for
Choice, succesful mobilization
To the Community:

Activism for fun? Or for a real cause?
On November 12th, eight busloads of students trekked all the
way to Washington, D.C. to join 300,000 like-minded individuals at the Mobilization for Women's Lives. The entire expedition
took from six or seven in the morning until ten or eleven at night,
depending on whether one took a shower in the morning and/
or stopped for a hamburger on the way home.
On November 18th, only seven students showed up to help
form a pro-choice presence at the anti-choice demonstration at
Bryn Mawr Hospital, a five minute walk from campus.
We need to ask ourselves why we participate in activism. Is it
for the sheer high of rallying in front of national monuments
with hordes of colorfully dressed people? Or is it to further the
causes in which we believe?
If the answer is the latter, there is no excuse for the poor
turnout on the 18th. Activism has lows as well as highs. The
least glamorous demonstrations are sometimes the most important.
This argument can be extended to other issues as well. Last
year's Take Back the Night march was an empowering experience for many of us — but we should also be staffing the rapecrisis hotlines. The Housing Now! march in October was invigorating — but we should also be helping to build houses or
stuff envelopes for emergency shelters.
Many Mawrtyrs already do these things. Too many of us,
however, only get involved when we are carried along by other
people's effort and planning, only go to the marches to which
everyone else is already going, only take action when no personal risks are at stake. We must consider whether this really
represents commitment to our beliefs, or just a willingness to go
along with what "the community" sees as politically correct.
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I am writing to thank the Coordinators of the Bi-College Coalition for Reproductive Rights for organizing and
facilitating both the Pre-Mobilization
rally/panel and transportation to the
Mobilization on Sunday. Through their
work, the considerable Pro-Choice
energy of the two campuses has been

shaped and given a voice. Tania
Kendrick, Lisa Arellano, Chris
Lafuente, Laura van Straaten, Jessica
Bass, Jennifer Niesner, Emma Fqrtney;
all those that served as bus captains;
and everyone else that made Bryn
Mawr's and Haverford's presence at
the Mobilization possible, deserve our
thanks.
Natasha Seaman '91

"It's about f...ing time," says Genevieve
Bell. The Alcohol Policy passed with 743
yeses, 43 nos, and 56 abstentions.

Out of admiration or revenge,
give your professors a grade
To the Community:
During the last two weeks of this
semester, many students taking classes
at Bryn Mawr College will be participating in the initial survey of a new
standard evaluation form which the
Bryn Mawr faculty Committee on
Appointments has created for aiding in
the evaluation of faculty members at
times when they are reviewed for reappointment, promotion, and tenure.
The procedure for the one page form
— which I will describe in more detail
below — will involve only one class
per term per faculty member, yet will
be an continuing, twice-a-year supplement to the current system of obtaining
letters of evaluation from current and
former students for those under
review. (Please note that it is a process
wholly separate and distinct from the
"Student Course Evaluation Guide"
periodically produced by Members-AtLarge of the Self-Government Association at Bryn Mawr and it is very
important that the two not be confused.)
To explain things further, I should
mention that the new teaching evaluations will be a process that combines a
high degree of student confidentiality
and a expanded role for Major Representatives at Bryn Mawr. The exact
procedure involves a Major Representative handing out a form at the start of
the designated course's meeting time
— with the professor out of the room
— after which she reads a brief
explanation of the form and takes any
questions. Students then spend the
next fifteen minutes filling out the
form's two parts — "Basic Responsibilities" and "Level of Excellence",
hopefully as fully as time and thought
permits. The Major Representative
then collects the forms, counts them,
marks the number on the form
envelope, and returns them to Anne
Swavely in the President's Office
where they will be held, sealed, until
grades are in. At that time, the faculty
member will be able to pick them up,
read them, and keep them, until review
time when the envelope of forms is
turned over to the faculty member's
Departmental Chair, Major Representative, and, some time later, the Appointments Committee.
The actual form consists of one paye
entitled 'Teaching Evaluation".
Roughly the top third of the page asks
the student filling it out to list such
things as the date, course title, the
instructor's name, the student's class
standing (including College), whether
the course counts towards the student's major and how many hours the

student would estimate he or she spent
on the course each week outside of
class. Very simple.
The actual evaluation begins then
under the heading "Basic Responsibilities", where students will be asked to
comment on the instructor's fulfillment
of classroom obligations (starting and
ending classes on time, etc.), availability outside of class, what kind of access
to course materials existed, and how
sufficiently "the instructor's management of the course" (papers, test, etc.)
informed the student on his or her
progress.
Finally, labelled #5 but distinct from
the "Basic Responsibilities" section, is
the evaluation category of "Level of
Excellence". Requesting that the
student write his or her response on
the back side of the form, this section
of the survey asks that the student
simply "Indicate what you consider
important in teaching and, with these
criteria in mind, access this instructor's
teaching performance in this course."
Determine your "Level of Excellence",
in other words, and evaluate your
instructor in that light.
Having sketched this all out and
given members of the Colleges some
sense of how and why this is happening, I hope students will be thoughtful
in their evaluations — taking specific
advantage of the very consciously unquantifiable nature of the form to
express themselves and using the
opportunity to provide careful and
critical comments. As it would be
unthinkable for many here to receive a
paper back from a faculty member
with nary more than a lone mark in the
lower left-hand comer of the last page,
let us consider our professors in this
same light and be responsible evaluators, especially because we now have
the opportunity before us.
Catharine Hancock
'91

Submissions, articles,
letters, etc., for the last
issue of the semester:
DUE FRIDAY DECEMBER 1ST, 6 PM ROCK
OFFICE. Please submit
on a Mac disk. We reserve the right to cut late
articles. Candy bars
WILL be awarded to
those who turn their
articles in on time.
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Proctoring for exams
is everyone's responsibility
To the Community:
I have been trying to think of witty
and effective ways to publicize
proctoring sign-ups, everything from a
take-off on "Hamlet" ('To proctor or
not to proctor, that is the question...")
to even threatening fellow students
with the rather shocking but very
imaginable, thought of all scheduled
exams.
(The Registrar tells me that selfscheduled exams as we know it is a
very recent phenomenon. We are
talking mid-1970's. The era of velour
and bell-bottoms—our very childhood!
We could go back relatively easily —
just imagine Chemistry, Calculus 101,
and a ten-page paper all due on the
same day—though sans the velour
since we can't have everything.
Essentially, it would be everyday BMC
hell transposed onto finals. We don't
want that. At least, I do not want that
and I hope you all don't want that
either.)
Yes, I have been thinking about such
things, trying to improve on the twenty
or so spaces that have been filled-in on
the sign-up sheets—since there are
roughly 130 spaces left and the sheets
come down December 1 so that the
registrar might have the names in time
to send out reminders. The "Hamlet"
was dismissed rather quickly for the
simple sake that it would be cute, but
that the parallel pathos I would be
attempting—the relationship between
Hamlet's situation and the possibility
of cancelled exam periods, or worse
yet, all scheduled exams—might be
lost in the "translation"; the point
being that we would be committing
suicide if we were to continue to not
sign-up to proctor and go back to all
scheduled exams by default. And, to be
honest, the second option appealed to
the angry side of me who lost three
days last finals period fixing things for
the people who signed-up to proctor
and never showed—the side, I might
add, which I do not want to encourage
or reveal in public too often.
Thus the point must, in the end, be
rather straight forward. Please sign-up
to proctor on the SGA Board of the
Campus Center. Include your name,
box number and phone number. Six

people are needed for each exam
period and you are encouraged to signup for times late in the exam period.
Ah! But what is proctoring you
might ask! (A legitimate question after
my last dorm meeting where all the
first year students were baffled by my
appeal to proctor and I was, in turn,
dumbfounded that they didn't know.
Prevent such awkward social situations and read the following.
Proctoring is a rather interesting aspect of Bryn Mawr and one that makes
our chief claims to Admissions fame so
strong—I am speaking, of course, of
self-scheduled exams and the Honor
Code. It involves showing up at
Thomas Great Hall 20 minutes before
the exam period you have sign-up to
proctor, passing out exams, and then,
either remaining in Thomas to collect
completed exams, or footing it to
Dalton, the Physical Science Building,
or Taylor, to sit for the next three
hours, maintaining quiet in the
building and, if necessary, signing-off
on the exam of a student who has
become ill and directing him or her
immediately to the Health Center.
Needless to say, we do not have final
exams if people do not sign-up to proctor. It is an easy job and someone has
to do it. That someone could and
should very well be you. (At least a 150
of "you", which conceptually means
that one need only proctor twice in her
four years of Bryn Mawr, counting
both Fall and Spring term finals and
full-participation on the part of the
students. But that is exactly the point...)
It is very quiet, guilt-free, non-caloric,
and even conducive to getting work
done. Please take the time now to both
sign-up, and the time later, to show-up.
Help yourself and other lead independent test-taking lives. Help me
prevent scheduled exams.
Thus there it is in a rather large nutshell. The Registrar has told me that
she would have no qualms about
returning to scheduled exams. I will
tell you that proctoring is non-caloric.
There you have the efficient and the
witty. Chew on it a bit, swallow, and
then go down to the Campus Center
and sign-up.
Catharine Hancock
•91
Student Curriculum Committee Head

Editorial provocative,
but "simplistic and naive
To the College News:
I am both surprised and very
disappointed by the Editorial that
appeared in the last edition of The
College News — that is, the edition
dated November 8,1989 and appearing
on campus two days later — and 1
would appreciate the opportunity to
respond to it.
I am both surprised and very
disappointed for quite a number of
reasons and I will not hesitate to
elaborate on several of those reasons
here. Yet, specifically at the start, I
would like to say that I am writing
because I have come to expect much
better writing and thinking from this
paper, especially since the beginning of
this year, and I think this last editorial
was quite a disservice to the quality
this paper has striven for in the past
and the Community it attempts to
serve. The "strong, articulate woman"
The College News is suggesting
readers may want to impress by
winning its new contest — also
announced in the last edition's inside
cover — may need to look farther

//

afield if the Editorial's characterization
of the SGA meeting is as skewed as I
think it is. These women may need to
look farther afield indeed if only in
their desire to avoid the simplistic and
naive at Bryn Mawr, for that is what I
think that Editorial was.
continued on page 8

Traditions

All that Greek — translated
BY MARGOT HIPWELL
AND MANDY JONES
TRADITIONS MISTRESSES
Well, it's been a very hectic couple of
weeks, so we haven't quite composed
ourselves enough to come up with a lot
of creative, coherent, cohesive sentences
and put them together into an article.
Let's face it, we've just about run out of
Fall Traditions. Except for the Faculty
Show/Auction, which is, by the way,
December 8th at 7:30pm in Goodhart
Hall. If you have any professors who are
particularly talented, please let them
know that you would just love to see
them demonstrating those wonderful
talents on the stage of Goodhart. Or
maybe there's a particularly significant
piece of clothing (one of those ties in
bright fashion colors that Professor Soand-So wears every day), or a particular
service (wouldn't you just love to have
dinner with Professor Whosis or take
Professor Whatsis to a Flyers Game) that
you would like to bid for. Well, convince
that special academic in your life to put
said good or service up for auction! This
is your chance to applaud your classroom idol as he or she tap-dances his or
her way into your heart. So go on, don't
be shy, ask, nay, demand, nay again, beg
that amazing faculty member to donate
those special talents to the Faculty Auction/Show. Tell them to get in touch
with one of us (Mandy Jones C-1346, or
Margot Hipwell C-1329) SOON! (Proceeds will go to the American Red Cross)
There. We'll tell you more about past
faculty extravaganzas in our next article,
but now here are some fun bits of information. Some real cool stuff that you
could probably live without but should
know anyway. 'Cause we say so.
The exciting College cheer (that can
only be started by a senior (woe to any
upstart underclasswoman who starts it
within a senior's hearing)) that we all
know and love but have no idea as to its
actual meaning, is roughly translated as:
Queen, descend, I invoke you, fair one.
Hail, hail, hail, Victory!
And while we're translating (or copying translations since we don't seem to
speak Greek), that hip tune, "Sophias,"
actually means:
Friends of wisdom, let us gather
We love beauty, but without display,
We love learning, but we must be
strong
We use our means and power to find a
way
To help the world where we belong.

For those who want to know, the class
song of 1893, or "Pallas Athene" as it is
usually called, says something like this:
Pallas Athene, goddess of
Learning and power, we come
To thee to make sacrifice in thy
Honour, O dread goddess,
Hear, O hear.
Look favorably on us, we
Beg; grant us wisdom; go along
With us always! Blessed
Goddess, hear!
Make holy now our lanterns!
May they always shine clear,
Showing the way and changing
Darkness to light!
Hear, O hear!
And finally, not because anyone's just
dying to see it in print, but because we
really like it and because we're Juniors,
here's a fun song from a 1903 issue of
Tipyn OBob (1,1, p.34). It's the Traditions Dedication hour and this one's
going out to the class of 1993—
(sung to the tune of "Little Boy Blue")
Once more we' re ga thered together tonight,
United again we stand,
To greet the incoming Freshman class
To offer a welcoming hand.
And as our Juniors stood firm by us
Thro' sunshine and shadow, too,
Loving you ever and failing you never,
Your Junior will stand by you.
When the years are fled and we've
gone before,
For happiest days must pass,
And you as Juniors stand here in our
place
To welcome the Freshman class,
May it still remain as it is to-day
And as it has ever been.
That hand in hand together stand
The red and the loyal green.
May it still remain as it is to-day
Tho' we may be scattered far,
That together the green and the loyal
red
Shall honor and serve Bryn Mawr!

"With us the soft glow is a
symbol indicative of the
college woman's responsibility to other women. We
are the lantern bearers, the
leaders."
M. Carey Thomas

International students enrich BMC
BY AMY EFRON
International students are a vital part
of the Bi-College community, often bringing a different culture and a global experience to campus life. Nine percent of the
undergraduates at Bryn Mawr are residents of foreign nations. Although from
dozens of different countries, the sense
of shared experience forms special bonds
among many international students.
For Munize Manzur, Bryn Mawr senior and Editor of the International Students Association Newsletter, integration has been an important part of her

experience at Bryn Mawr. "I've come all
the way from Bangladesh and my priority is to meet as many different people as
I can in the four years that I'm here."
For Bryn Mawr senior Oie Jayanama
bringing awareness to the community is
her key goal as Co-President of ISA. Oie
says that she does not always view issues
as an American might. 'There are things
that I cannot relate to on this campus
because of the way I've been brought up.
I come here and it's different, but I don't
feel excluded...A lot of times people feel
that it's necessary for everyone to relate
the same way to everything. I don't think

that's important, just because I come from
a different background and 1 know that
things like that are not possible."
Debora de Sola, a Bryn Mawr sophomore who lives in Uruguay, finds that "a
lot of people here learn from other
students....Some people are discriminatory, but most people just like to learn
and get feedback from you about where
you're from and your culture." But Rahele Stoessel, a Bryn Mawr sophomore
from Switzerland, has been disappointed
to find that there are still some who "make
a lot of assumptions about your backcontinued on page 9
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Feminists speak on Asian
domestic violence

Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry to speak at Bryn Motor College, on November 29
photo courtesy of Public lnformationc

Shaw lecture series brings mayors of
"cities in crisis" to speak on campus
On Monday, November 20, the Anna
Howard Shaw Fund, established in 1928
to bring persons eminent in politics,
political science, and other areas of scholarship to the campus, sponsored a lecture by The Honorable Kurt L. Schmoke,
Mayor of Baltimore. Mr. Schmoke is
known throughout the state and the
nation for his commitment to solving
city problems such as crime, housing
shortages, and substandard educational
problems.
The Shaw lecture series continues
tonight, Wednesday, November 29, with
the HonorableCarrieSaxon Perry, Mayor
of Hartford, Connecticut, whose portrait
and essay are among the 75 which make

up the exhibit, I Dream a World: Portraits of Black Women Who Have
Changed America. A longtime community activist and advocate of human
rights, Ms. Perry has continued to back
legislation for quality education and job
training. She supports programs to reduce high school drop-out rate, teenage
pregnancy, and infant mortality. She
will speak in Wyndham at 8:00 p.m.
On Tuesday, December 5 at 8:00 p.m.
the Mayor of Minneapolis, Donald M.
Fraser, will speak in Wyndham. His plan
to revitalize his city focuses on programs
for children and the collaborative efforts
of communities.

continued from page 1
applicability of protection orders.
A protection order is a document which
states that the abuser is not allowed to
come into contact with those whom he
has threatened or abused. If the provisions of the protection order are not followed, the abuser is subject to criminal
prosecution with possible fines and
imprisonment.
Under the June 1988 amendments, a
woman may obtain an emergency protection order and then a temporary protection order without facing her abuser
in court. The temporary protection order
allows her ten days of "protection" before she must go to court to obtain a
permanent protection order. Before this
amendment was passed, she would have
had to find a lawyer, get a court date and
so on before she received any type of
legal protection.
Even with the amendment, however,
there are inherent problems in the system. As Jaffa Cameron Jones pointed out
in a question to Ms. Schange, a protection
order is "just a piece of pa per. It wouldn't
stop a bullet. It wouldn't stop a fist."
Also, the law defines abuse very narrowly. Legally, abuse is treatment that
results in actual bodily harm, rape, or
fear of "imminent serious bodily injury."
Emotional, verbal, and economic abuse
are not included in this definition. If a
man tells his wife, "I'm going to kill
you," every day for six months, that does
not meet the legal definition of abuse.
Somphone Si spoke about her experiences with the Asian outreach program.
When she first came to Women Against
Abuse, she was told that not many Asian
women came to the agency. On her first
day, however, she received two calls from

Asian women.
Si speaks Chinese, Vietnamese, Laotian and Cambodian. Thus, she is able to
reach many Southeast Asian women who
had been isolated from sources of help
because of language barriers. Much of
her job involves counseling families. She
also helps women get through the tangled
court system.
The last speaker on the panel, Kueng
Hi Kim responded to questions about
the project with which she is involved,
the Korean Women's Support Group.
The group runs a hotline for Korean
women, which functions as a counseling
service and responds to problems of
domestic violence. There are also monthly
group meetings, which provide women
the much needed opportunity to speak
to each other in Korean.
The panel discussion gave a very clear
sense of the problems all abused women
face. It also showed some of the factors
which exacerbate the problems for Asian
women in the United States, especially
the isolation which results from language
and cultural barriers.
The program made me wonder why,
as feminists, we have any right to choose
the abortion issue as the central focus of
our agenda. Certainly, the right to a safe,
legal abortion is critical. However, what
good will abortion rights be if women's
minds and bodies continue to be controlled in other ways by abusive men?
And what good is our feminism if we
continue to allow language and cultural
barriers to keep us from helping each
other?
Our first goal should not be one specific political aim, but, in Poore's words,
to "expose the lies, to subvert the roles, to
throw out all the bullshit."

File

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintosh* computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
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Ubu Antichrist Disappoints: Visual
Stimulation Cannot Compensate
BY KYONG YUN
Theater at Bryn Mawr, under the direction of Mark Lord, has become predictable due to the repeated selections of
controversial and provoking (thought or
otherwise) plays. Lord's follow-up to
last year's performance of Gertrude
Stein's Listen to Me , a play
totally of the senses, was
Alfred Jarry's Ubu Antichrist
which was performed in
Goodhart Hall on the two
weekends prior to Thanksgiving. Ubu Antichrist, Lord's
adaptation of two of Jarry's
plays — the caustically satirical Ubu Roi and the surreal
Caesnr Antichrist, was yet
another abstract production.
Lord seems to be catering to a
very limited audience and
listening to a voice which is
not representative of the entire college community. The
merits that I found in Ubu Antichrist (and
there were many) did not make up for
the overall elitist and pretentious tone
which the play was projecting. I couldn't
help but feel patronized for not being
able to appreciate or interpret the play
"correctly" if I happened not to like it.
Yet Lord does not invite the audience to
analyze meaning because of his stress on
sensual rather than mental stimulation.
Lord's approach of arousing the senses
first and foremost became tediously
wearing. Eliciting mental reaction

seemed to be a secondary objective.
My feelings about the performance of
Ubu Antichrist were divided and corresponded to the actual division of the play
between the surreal (the Prologue and
Epilogue from Caesar Antichrist) and the
satirical (the main body of the play from
Ubu Roi>. I preferred the satire. The

Prologue was physically crowded with
performers, and the many esoteric appeals they were making were clouded
and obscured by the onslaught of simultaneous delivery of lines. Biblical allusions and citations plus the roaring of the
primordial sea were sounded to create a
world that was ante-history and antisecular. Heralds of "The Antichrist is
born like Adam" and "One must be God
to be man" were made, pointing to the
theme of evil, sin, corruption, and smallness arising out of goodness, innocence,

purity, and godliness. The highest sin of
man, these declarations seemed to say,
was his delusion in comparing his "greatness" to that of God's. The Epilogue was
supposed to be a devastated variation of
the world presented in the Prologue and
was equally bogged down with excessive symbolism but mercifully shorter.
The "terrestrial act"
(Ubu Roi) was much easier to follow because of its
use of (surprise! ) a plot
which basically consisted
of an idiotic yet egotistical
man, Pere Ubu (played
with the right amount of
cartoonishness by Mark
Sanders), who, because of
his greedy ambition for
power, killed the King of
Poland (Ben Tsocanos/
Janet Finegar), brought a
reign of anarchy and terror, fled to Russia, fought
the Russian army, got defeated, and had a disturbing dream.
Then the play faded out into the Epilogue. Though this portion of the play
had a decidely changed form and atmosphere from those of the Prologue and
Epilogue, it was similarly overburdened
with too much allusion. Instead of Biblical allusions, literary parallels to
Shakespeare's works were made which
included comparisons to Macbeth, Julius
Caesar, and Hamlet. A disturbing aspect
of this play was the age-old practice of
continued on page 10

DRUNK ON THE NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
So don't say you weren't warned when
your room is searched and the police
find his picture on the wall. The College

BY JAMIE TORTORELLO
If you've listened to the radio lately,
then you know already that something's
up with The New Kids On The Block. As
their Christmas Album confirms, their
voices have finally changed. And you
know what that means. The New Kids
are now officially fair game for Ma wrters.
It seems as though heterosexual
women have been lost in a teen heartthrob wasteland since the hey day of
Duran Duran (though men and lesbians
have been luckier thanks to Debbie Gibson and Tiffany), but those dreary days
are over at last. Kirk Cameron, move
over...The New Kids On The Block have
stolen your title as king of Sixteen Magazine.
Now some of you Mawrters may be
concerned over certain technicalities of
New Kid mania. But rest assured. Just as
the alcohol policy allows us to drink
without the sanction of Pennsylvania
state law, the New Kids On The Block's
newly lowered voices permit us to lust
after them without worrying about statutory rape laws. A vote for the Alcohol
Policy is a vote for your favorite teen
idols. (Debbie and Tiffany, for the curious, are completely legal by now.) ■
There is at least one New Kid, though,
who's voice is still pro-pubescently high.

News may be able to bail you out for the
other four, but even our hands are tied
without the low-voice disclaimer.

Coming Attractions
ON CAMPUS
Broadway South presents Tlte Mystery of Edwin Drood
Thursday, Nov. 30 to Saturday, Dec. 2
Goodhart Hall, 8:30pm
For ticket information, call 526-5210
The Haverford/ Bryn Mawr Symphony Orchestra and
Chorale
Present their annual Holiday Concert
Sunday, Dec. 3
Marshall Auditorium, 3:00pm
For further information, call 896-1011

OFF CAMPUS
Moscow Circus
Wednesday, Dec. 6 to Sunday, Dec. 10
Philadelphia Civic Center

mm
STC One-Acts
Are Varied In
Their Quality
BYMINIKAHLON
"Say black, 1 say white/ Say bauk, I say
bite/ Say shauk-1 say - Hey Man - Jaws
was never my scene and I don't likeStar
Wars -" Queen, Freddie.
9:30pm and I had four one-acts to watch
in the next two and a half hours. The
Golden Doom directed by Elizabeth
Atwood, strung out a story about a king
(Lisa Atkins) who gives up his crown
(his pride) to appease the stars who
apparently foretold his doom. We, in the
audience, however, know that this 'foretelling' is just the playful writing of a
young boy (interestingly, played by Lisa
Atkins as well). The play tries to highlight the irony in the coupling of this
boy's actions with the king's sacrifice of
his crown. The Twelve Pound Look directed by Vanessa Livingston and Jeanne
Torlidas, is a compact 'Oscar-Wildish'
play about a pompous 'to-be-knight' who
unexpectedly meets his ex-wife, and as a
result finds out why she left him. The
reason does not feed his self-image/ego
and hence he is (momentarily) destroyed.
In the process his present wife learns a
lesson from the ex - ie. assert yourself,
and find a lifeoutside of the self-centered
husband.
I put the two plays together, as both
had straightforward narratives and
simple plots. The result was, unfortunately, tepid theatre. Predictability is
always a bad quality unless the mode of
presentation, ratherthanplot/story-line,
is what was meant to captivate. Within
the limits of the productions, the directing and acting created plays that provided a degree of entertainment. However, it is to be remembered that these
'limits of production' had been set by the
directors themselves. (Ideally - in my
opinion - there should be no limits of
production). Amy Holzapfel as Chamberlain in The Golden Doom and Jeanne
Torlidas and William Gould as Kate and
the Butler respectively in The Twelve
Pound Look, deserve mention for their
acting. It would be a pleasure to see
them performing in more demanding
roles.
This is the Rill Speaking by Lanford
Wilson, is about a family (and friends) in
a small Southern town. It meshes together incidents in the life of mother,
father, daughter, and son, creating what
is often a picturesque tableau. Jessica
Bass stood out as one well into her character, with exceptional stage presence, a
beautiful voice, and what seemed to me
the most authenticSouthern accent. Then
again, I'm merely a foreigner... However, as a result of good directing (Laura
Haines, Deana Lew), well-worked coordination and acting by all involved, it
was a very pleasant theatrical experience.
I have left the best for last. Suzanne
Haviland and Hilary Gelber presented
Comings and Goings: A Theater Game by
continued on page 10
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Laughter is good: sexual and an
Is there any escape?
BY BETH STROUD
I was watching looks like daggers fly across
Good hart Music Room at a women's party. I
said to a friend, "I think I enjoyed these
parties more before I knew about all the
internal tensions." She said, "I'm doing pretty
well, I guess. 1 only have three ex-lovers
here."
What if the rest of the world is like this? I
have evidence that it is. I'm scared.
In New York last winter, I went to a
women's bar with another Mawrtyr-onbreak. I had been there a couple of times the
previous summer. Now, six months later, I
saw all the same women I'd seen
before.
What's worse, we met two
women from Smith who said,
"These are all the same women
who go to the bars in Northampton."
My friend ran into the older
sister of her best friend from elementary school and they got into
a conversation about famous
people (you know, the Are they/
Aren't they/I think I'll get another beer conversation). "What
about Tracy Chapman? She has
to be. What about that song, 'For
my lover...' " I said, "What about
Michelle Shocked?" They were
bored. "Oh, she's like, known.
Besides, I knew someone whose
friend was her lover in Texas."
This is what I'm afraid of —
whoever you are, wherever you
go, there will always be someone
who knew someone whose friend
was your lover in Texas. Halfkidding, I asked an alum if this
was true. "Is the whole world one
big Bryn Mawr women's community?"
"It is," she said. But then she
admitted that she had not really
experienced the Whole World yet.

Her comment was based on experiences in
West Philadelphia, where there seems to be a
colony of Mawrtyrs-who-graduated-sometime-since-1980.
I don't think this means, though, that you
can move to D.C. or Boston or even New York
to escape. That same summer in New York,
when I went to the Cubbyhole for the first
time, I found myself running into former
Mawrtyrs-all over the place, including a former Denbigh-back-smokerite who knew four
years' worth of gossip about people who had
been seniors "when I was a frosh.
Is there such a thing as a party where you
won't run into a CLEL (current lover's ex-

We are struggling to get in touch with our
sexuality after centuries of repression. And
in attempting to understand and relate to our
sexual drives and impulses, we name them.
Naming them gives them visibility, affirms
their existence. But all the names we use
define our sexuality through others—how
others perceive our sexuality, how our sexuality is represented in our society, and how
we interact sexually with others.
If our mothers and fathers affected our
sexuality, it is called Oedipal/Electral. If we
have never had sex, we are virgins. If we love
men, it is heterosexuality. If we love women,
it is lesbianism. Both—bisexuality. We may
practice "pre-marital sex" or we may believe
that sex should only be between spouses. We
may have "casual sex" or we may only desire
sexual relations within the context of an intimate relationship. We may have started
having sex with others early in our lives or
later. Or we may have been victimized—
survived child sexual assaultor acquaintance
rape during our teens. We may feel accepted
or rejected by societal images of sexuality.
Others may call us "frigid" if we do not
respond to their attempts to treat us solely as
sex objects, or "sluts" if we have accepted our
sexuality and actively express it. These are all
ways of defining sexuality, names we give
the sexual impulses we feel, descriptions of

■*■**«-
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how we relate sexually to others. Because we
place so much emphasis on sexual relationships, masturbation is so often left out of our
explorations of our sexuality.
Masturbation is sex with ourselves, for
ourselves, by ourselves. No one teaches us
how to masturbate. It is the primary form of
sex. Independent of others, it is how we, as
women, discover our bodies, our emotions,
ourselves. And as in all other forms of sexuality, every woman has a unique perspective
on it, defined by her experiences. We may
have been explicitly punished for exploring
our bodies as children or merely discouraged
from doing so. Sex with ourselves may give
us immense physical and psychological pleasure, or we may not enjoy it at all. Yet with all
our diverse experiences of masturbation, it
remains the foundation upon which all our
other sexual experiences are built. How we
relate to ourselves sexually defines how we
relate to others. What we think of our own
sexuality, whether we condemn it, merely
accept it, or celebrate it, shapes how we view
the sexuality of others.
Social mandates regarding sex pervade ou r
whole culture. Even in such an independent,
solitary activity, society intrudes, dictating
what we can and cannot do with our bodies.
Eventually we learned, from our parents,
peers, schools, or churches, that touching
ourselves sexually was bad. And by our teens,
continued on page 9
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Supermawrter battle
BYLIZPENLAND

It's not too late to masturbate
BY KALYANI BRODERICK

lover) or an ELCL (ex-lover's current lover)
or a second cousin or ex-roommate or thesis
advisor thereof? A bar scene where nobody
knows your sexual history? A political demonstration or writers' conference or community meeting with no awkward undercurrents? Does a sexual orientation shared by
ten percent of the population doom one to a
lifetime of running into people you haven't
spoken to in years and didn't want to see?
It's enough to make one monogamous.
(Don't think I'm bitter. I could've said celibate.)

Late August. Bryn Mawr College
Cloisters. Midnight.
From the depths of the Class of
1901 fountain crawls a mass of algae,
tentacles, and ancient Greek tablets.
No sooner has this creature emerged
than it begins sloughing off its outer
skins. Layer after layer of slime and
artifact fall onto the grass until SuperMawrter stands revealed, naked
under full moon. As M. Carey Thomas' ghost watches in alarm, SuperMawrter plows off to Erdman in
search of coffee and doughnuts.
A security guard sees this naked
woman marching purposefully towards Erdman and thinks nothing of
it. This is, after all, Bryn Mawr. .
After breaking into the dining hall
and gorging herself on distinctly
chemical jelly doughnuts and Erdman "Fill it to the rim, with Grim"
coffee, SuperMawrter finds an abandoned dorm room and falls into bed.
Awaking sometime the following
week, she finds that the community
has sprung up around her like mushrooms. As she plods out of her room,
she terrifies three little freshman returning from an oh-so bi-co Customs
activity, who run shrieking to their rooms to
anoint themselves with more hairspray and
blast their George Michael tapes until their
confidence is restored.
S.M., meanwhile, makes her way to the
bathroom and battles the Hair Lumps from
Hell for control of the shower. After using up

most of the dorm's hot water, she leaves the
bathroom and goes on a laundry room foray
to gather a wardrobe. Underneath the sinks
and behind the machines of each dorm, she
finds enough clothing to last her the year. An
eclectic collection, yes, but functional. In these
clothes, she is the height of Bryn Mawr casual
style.
Using her powers of invisibility and persuasion, our heroine manages to enter the
dining halls without her meal card and leave
with lots of hand fruit, in the loose sense of
the term. After all, in Andre theGiant's hand
theentiresaladbarcouldbecalled hand fruit
Over the next few weeks, S.M.'s existence
settles down into a routine of meal times and
classes. Using a complex computer method
she has designed a plan in which she will
have attended every single course offered at
Bryn Mawr and Haverford by the end of
September. The sole schedulingdifficulty lay
in the fact that she was only willing to attend
five classes a week.
Most importantly, she has fortified her
stock of pretentious literary terms, politically correct damnations of anything and
everything, erudite and meaningful omnifunctional allusions, and quotations from
the original Greek and/or medieval French
of everything.
In the middle of this harmony, disaster
strikes! Through some devious administrative trap, her name has appeared on the official lists: "Mawrter, Super class of ?, records
status:deficient."
Big Sister is now watching her. She must
get an i.d., visit the denizens of the Financial
Aid Cave, survive the trials of the Infirmary
Inquisition and confer about her major pro-

HelpfuK?) Hints fro
For those of us who are likely to get bored during the upcoming exam period, there
Orange-Highlighting. The necessary equipment, which we hope will soon be availabl
and an issue or two of a glossy magazine. Highlight the most offensive and frighteni
cultural context, they become merely ridiculous. Here are some examples from the I
"Rose-toned nipples can be yours. Mix a tiny bit of henna with water and yogurt I
aureole, rinse off after 20 minutes. Result: rose-colored nipples."
— Save your yogurt for preventing yeast infections. Ed.
"Models' secret: Don't believe those sexy models are all as curvy as they look! Son!
illusion of daring decolletage by taping their breasts. Clear first-aid tape works best. Sta
breasts (not rib cage) and up the other side, pulling breasts together as you tape."
— We suggest duct tape, to make this a beauty secret rivalling foot-binding. Ed.
"When I measure sex, I count orgasms... I love the special closeness of intercourse,
— 1... 2... 3... 4... 4 and 1/2.... Ed.
"Five times a week, twelve times a year — whatever makes you happy, say the exp^
as normal" line — and here's why we shouldn't...
— Because we might stop buying COSMO. Ed.
"Sometimes I masturbate in bed after showering, creaming, and perfuming myself i
to enjoy me more often than once or twice a week."
— No comment. Ed.
"Can a million French women be wrong? They swear by icy-cold water on breasts
— It'll make those rose-colored nipples stick out, too. Ed.

rtifafyfa kfalMKi .
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s patriarchy
gram with the Dean from the Dark Side. Not
even our heroine's prodigious powers of invisibility and persuasion are enough to get
her out of this situation painlessly, if at all.
Terrified by this new development, S.M.
decides to confer with her mentors, Athena
and Hera. Athena.whom she consults first,
offers her a magic shield against the Dean
and a magic sword for the Infirmary, but has
no device against the dreaded Financial Aid
Office. Our heroine, who is not feeling particularly audacious at this point, declines the
mystic armaments and goes off in search of
Hera.
Hera has little time to advise the now thoroughly distraught S.M. because Zeus is making eyes at some poor Mawrter who is far
more interested in Artemis. Hera offers to
liquidate the entire administration along with
the unwilling object of Zeus' desire. S.M.
politely refuses this offers and tries to convince Hera that a liaison with some Ford
would be far more satisfying than liquidating a hapless Mawrter. Hera thinks not, but
agrees nonetheless to spare the woman.
By now, our heroine, who is not feeling so
super, is having an crisis of monumental proportions. In a last effort to recapture her
super powers, she dyes all of her clothing,
and her hair, black. Unfortunately, this does
not provide the necessary boost to her flagging sense of purpose.
In a most Mawrteresque fashion, she
crawls back into the fountain with her teddy
bear and a crate of Reese's peanut butter cups
to wait the situation out, hoping that eventually the administration will give up the search
so she can return in her full glory to save the
Bryn Ma wr community. Until then, she sleeps.

[Ti COSMO
s a new intramural sport to participate in:
| at the gym, is one orange highlighter pen
Kg sentences. Isolated from their popularjvember 1989 issue of Cosmopolitan,
i make a thick paste. Apply (carefully!) to

e aren't, but they know how to create the
rt at one side above armpit, run tape under

Lesbian Bar Culture revisited
BY RACHEL WINSTON
When I got the flyer for last Wednesday's
lecture "Lesbians and Bar Culture in the
Campus Center," I knew it was a priority
event. I had always suspected there was a
whole lotta scoping going on at the cafe —
poetry wasn't the only thing being read at the
last "open reading." But, I never thought this
type of activity had much to do with culture,
nor did I think bars were allowed to exist in
the Campus Center. Determined to investigate further, I pulled out my Bryn Mawr
Semester Time-Keeper-Life-Enhancer-AndGeneral-Upperclasswoman-Schedule Book
and penciled in the lecture date.
I knew things weren't going the
way I had planned when I arrived ten
minutes late and found Room 210
entirely full. So forty other students
were just as lascivious and curious as
I — who'da thought? My interest
piqued, I wedged my large behind
into one of those straight-backed
chairs along with two other latecomers. (Note the subtle intra-textual sexual references).
First, I only heard whispering. I
wasn't sure if the lecture had actually
started or if this was just the manifestation of pre-lecture anxiety, otherwise known as "floorplay." No, the
lecture was in progress. But this was
no typical lecture. I soon realized I
had stumbled into one of the most
horrifying college social experiences:
the Bryn Mawr Lesbian Gripe Session. That's where thirty to forty lesbians gather together and try tocome
up with the most depressing subject
matter possible to discuss in a large
group-setting. Lesbian bar culture in
the Campus Center was quickly
knocked off the agenda. I turned
around to leave, but found my thighs
wrapped tightly around the legs of
two total strangers. I decided to give
the lecture a little more time...
Within minutes, people were sug-

BY JAMIE TORTORELLO
As some of you may have noticed, sex at
Bryn Mawr is a little hard to come by, since
men aren't exactly abundant. Aside from the
obvious solutions (masturbation and partner
sharing), what's a sex starved Mawrter to do
when she's really in the mood? Life is hard,

"Bryn Mawr beds are not
exactly wide, and falling out
of your top bunk at that
climactic moment is a very
real possibility."

rts. But few of us buy their "no such thing

o keep them firm and perky."

ML.

when someone interrupted, saying that she
rather enjoyed frequenting lesbian bars in
the area. Hope sprang eternal—I was ready
to trade bar experiences and compare notes
on the best and worst lesbian hang-outs. But
no, the subject quickly changed to the national debt and its negative influence on lesbian sexual expression. I tuned-out completely when someone brought up the possible association between BMCDS fruit and
lesbian sexual dysfunction.
In lieu of more interesting subject matter,
I have herewith compiled my own list of the
most interesting lesbian bar gossip I have
heard over the last three years: 1) Actress
Kelly McGillis was spotted trading looks with a well-connected
Washington, DC. lesbian bartender. McGillis returned the next
day; unfortunately, it is reported
that the bartender got cold feet
upon learning the actress' identity. 2) After a one-night fling with
actress Jodie Foster, originating in
an L.A. bar, an attractive young
student absconded with Jodie's
YALE tee-shirt, found in the bottom drawer of her bedroom
dresser. 3) Madonna and "gal-pal"
Sandra Bernhard were known to
frequent a popular New York holein-the-wall known largely fofjts
lesbian clientele. The last reported
sighting occured early last year. 4)
It is confirmed that a current Bryn
Mawr student did indeed flirt with
country singer kd lang in a
crowded, smoky bar. Said student
described the popular singer as
"extremely shy, though she did
kiss me at the end of the evening."
5) Locally, problems with underage admittance to bars did not
prevent a high-profile Bryn Mawr
student from taking in the dance
scene at Philadelphia's own Newport Lounge. Now there's some
lesbian bar culture!!!

Avoiding the pitfalls of sex at Bryn Mawr

jut I count orgasms."

s I would do for him — if he took the time

gesting we discuss substance abuse within
relationships and how it really sucked to be
under-age and not be able to get into any
lesbian bars. The moderator kept asking us
"how we felt" about these things. I felt sick to
my stomach, personally. Before I get castigated for having a hopeless case of internalized homophobia (or is it homohatred?), I do
think these are important topics for discussion — maybe at a LBSG meeting, but NOT at
a lecture on lesbian bar culture in the campus
center.
The conversation was turning to the problem of rising world temperature and its negative influence on lesbian sexual expression,

but finally, help is here! With this easy to read
manual, a woman can teach herself to cool
down in a hurry.
1. The Leg Crossing Technique
This relatively simple technique works by
putting you in the type of mood where sex
(and physical contact in general) is about the
most repulsive and disturbing thing you can
think of. You know you've been successful
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with this method when you notice that your
•Old men in shorts This shouldn't be
legs are crossed twice (hence the name) and hard, women. Men have had the technique
your arms are firmly crossed in front of you. mastered for ages (in the form of picturing
Here is a list of thoughts that should, with old women to prevent premature ejaculation). Well, do they reaHy think' thattheir
some luck, produce this state:
•Guns and Roses' Patience This song's aged bods-are any sexier than ours? No way*
video features some of the best material to
•Body builders All those well-oiled
cross your legs by. Slash (guitarist sleaze) in muscles...need I say more?
bed with a large snake. For best results, pic•Yeast infections and vaginal discharge
ture coming home to find them in your very Do you know that certain discharges are
own bed. That should cool the sexual urge supposed to have a fishy smell. It'senough to
damn quickly, though which belly-crawling make you lose your lunch.
creature is worse, Slash or the snake, is still 3. The Rationalization Technique
up for debate.
This technique works in a much more in•Gynecological mutilation Yeah, folks, tellectual and less emotional fashion than the
there really are doctors out there who get previous two. Basically, you need to contheir kicks out of reconstructing women's vince yourself that sex isn't all it's cracked up
vaginal walls and clitorises. (I sense crossed to be anyway. The following is a list of sex's
legs...very good, you're getting the hang of darker traits:
- 'Contraception The pill gives you blood
it.)
clots, breast cancer and acne; the diaphragm
2. The Gross-out Technique
The leg-crossing technique has the effect of is a pain in the ass, and condoms are funny
making men in general seem somewhat Sa- looking. You can't have sex without birth
tanic. Also, it tends to lead to prolonged control, but you know what they say about
consideration of deeper sociological and abstinence...
• Bryn Mawr beds This one is designed
psychological issues. When these side effects
are undesirable (when there are men present for all you Mawrters who live in doubles,
with whom you don't want to have sex or triples and quads. Bryn Mawr beds are not
when school work prevents prolonged con- exactly wide, and falling out of your top bunk
sideration), the gross-out technique may be at that climactic moment is a very real possipreferable. The following images should bility. Think about it...a few weeks in traction
banish thoughts of sex simply through their for you and your partner could cool the sexgeneral disgustingness:
ual urge down to negative degrees.
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BMC rally brings local Choice issues to light
BY NATASHA SEAMAN
"I am a man. I can't become pregnant.
I can't make the choice of whether or not
to have a child. The State Government is
979! male. How can they make that
choice for a woman?" said Allen Polsky
at the Pre-Mobilization panel/rally for
Choice sponsored by the Bi-College
Coalition for Reproductive Rights.
Polsky—who is running against "THE
anti-choice leader of Pennsylvania,"
RepresentativeStephenFreind—was one
of eight speakers featured at the event.
Over 115 students from both Bryn
Mawr and Haverford set aside
their studies on Saturday, November 11 th
toattend the rally. Thespeakers concentrated on local issues, according to the
plan of the organizers. "We wanted to
bring attention to things that are happening on a local level, to compare them to
national issues that would be presented
at the Mobilization," said Laura van
Straaten' 90, Coalition Coordinator of
Publicity and Education.
The focus on local issues was upheld
as Jessica Bass '91, Coordinator of Legislative Action of the Coalition, opened the
panel with her discussion of how state
laws would affect us as students in Pennsylvania. She also urged the students to
register to vote in Pennsylvania and to
change their registration from their home
states, "because this is really where we
live."
Dr. Steven Sondheimer, Director of
the Family Planning Clinic and In-Vitro
Fertilization Unit at the University of
Pennsylvania Hospital, spoke next. He
vividly described the days when abortion was illegal, when hospitals had entire wards full of women who were victims of criminal abortion. With the 1974

Roe v. Wade decision this came to an
end, and "the arrival of a woman with a
high fever and bleeding at the emergency room did not automatically signify the aftermath of a botched abortion." Anna Forbes of Action AIDS of
Philadelphia also addressed the medical
aspects of the criminalization of abortion, with respect to women who have

Pennsylvania, spoke about the effects of
abortion control on African-American
women in Philadelphia. "For Black
women, the option of adoption does not
exist. In Philadelphia, 50-60 babies are
abandoned each month. Most of them
are Black, or have been exposed to drugs
in utero."
The Honorable Babette Josephs, State

tested positive for the AIDS virus.
Dr. Cathy Dratman, Medical Director
for Planned Parenthood of Southeast

Representative from Philadelphia began
discussion of some of the Pro-Choice
activities in the House. She explained
the Pro-Choice amendments attached to
the Abortion Control Act. She mentioned
her own amendment, which gives everyone the right to use contraception, and an
amendment by Representative Ruth
Rhudy, which requires that when a
woman is shown a picture of a developing fetus before having an abortion (as is
mandated in the Abortion Control Act),
that the picture of the minute fetus must
be to the size corresponding to the actual
age of the fetus. Josephs also noted the
power the issue of abortion will hold in
the upcoming elections. "Even now, it's
hard to find an openly anti-choice repre-
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sentative. I think of Pro-Life people as
termites: you put a light on them and
they scatter."
Josephs then introduced Allen Polsky,
who spoke about the problems of running against Stephen Freind but gave a
message of hope for Pro-Choice voters:
"Remember this truth: people are the
power. There is power in the ballot
boxes."
Bryn Mawr Professor Jane Hedley and
Graduate School of Social Work and
Social Research Professor Carole Joffe
then gave a more academic analysis of
the issue. Hedley spoke in terms of the
novel by Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid's Tale, which describes a future
run by a right-wing fundamentalist government. Joffe, who helped organize the
rally and arranged for many of the speakers to attend, spoke about why abortion
had become such a divisive issue, why it
is "The Vietnam of the 80"s." She maintains that controlling abortion represents
the government's opposition to the gains
that women have made in the last twenty
years, and that the protest over fetal life
is overshadowed by the underlying but.
vehement protest against women'ssexuality.
"What does abortion mean to us?" she
asked. "It means making choices about
our sexuality. That is why gay men and
lesbians, and women long past child
bearing age support abortion rights. This
is because the regulation of sexuality is
not limited to one issue. But we now
must focus on abortion."
The rally/panel received excellent
media coverage, as Channels 6 and 29
showed the speakers and interviews with
Coalition Coordinators Jessica Bass and
Laura van Straaten on their evening news.
The response from the students was
positive as well, despite what they saw
as bad timing. "Everyone probably set
aside Saturday to work since they knew
they would be gone on Sunday," said
Julianne Lucco, '91. Mary Ann Gallo '92
agreed, and noted that "The energy
seemed more like a panel than a rally. It
was useful information, though. The
political representatives made it look
more hopeful in the legislature." Laura
van Straaten was pleased with the results, too. "I think it went well," she said,
"and I think Carole Joffe should run for
office."

Choice didn't end on Nov. 12:
Dec. 4 forum to address issue
' BY JESSICA BASS
On Monday, December 4th, the Faculty Committee on Feminism and Gender Studies is sponsoring a forum entitled: "The Future Directions of the ProChoice Movement". Featured speakers
include Jean Hunt and Rosalind Petchesky, t woof the most intelligent minds in
the reproductive rights movement today.
Jean Hunt is the executive director of
the Elizabeth Blackwell Medical Center
in Philadelphia. As head of the Philadelphia Reproductive Rights Organization
she led a spectacular counter-demonstration in 1982 against the National
Right-to-Life Committee. She attended
Bryn Mawr College in the mid-sixties
and went on to become a nurse. Today
she is a loading figure in Pennsylvania
pro-choice politics.
Rosalind Petchesky is theauthorof the
prize-winning book Abortion: A

Woman's Choice: The State, Sexuality,
and Reproductive Freedom. Carol Joffe,
professor at the Bryn Mawr College
Graduate School of Social Work, said the
book "is widely considered to be the
definitive feminist statement on reproductive freedom." In 1986-87 Petchesky
was a (Catherine McBride visiting professor at Bryn Mawr College. She is now
director of women's studies at Hunter
College in New York.
The forum will take place in Thomas
Great Hall at 4:00 pm. In light of the situation right now in Pennsylvania politics,
with the recent passage of the 1989
Abortion Control Act, such a forum cou Id
not come at a better time. Joffe agrees,
saying "At Bryn Mawr and Haverford
there is an extraordinary high degree of
pro-choice consciousness. The question
now is how to best use our political energies. My hope is that the December 4th
forum will give us some guidance."

Two of the several hundred thousand demonstrators at the Mobilization
photo by Stacy Wrschberg
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Attendance 1
Activism
continued from page 8
and such aspects therefore went
unexamined in the Editorial. All there
was, apparently, was "apathy" and
"imposition" and "jeopardy" to be
found on that night.
In the end, I would hate to think that
there are people at this school who,
every time there is some gathering
having to do with a political view,
watch carefully, clipboard in hand — or
mind more invidiously — checking off
who's "naughty and nice," less for what
is said or how that person conducts him
or herself, as for simple "attendance"
In such a world — does it exist here
already? — appearances in the full
range of meaning would be all. My
attendance would make me good and
feminist and anti-racist and all such
admirable things, or not, seeing as I
could fail to "attend." The point then, for
survival' s sake, would be much less to
actually strive to challenge one's ways
of thought as much as to present oneself
as having certain beliefs. The two, in
my mind, are not the same. And I
would hate to think that there are such
people at this school, not for the
apparent unfortunate shallowness of
their sense of "activism" in this world,
but because I am already one not to be
known; I am already not on the list, not
good, and dismissed. Worse yet, most
of us are.
Catharine Hancock '91

Can we be "scared" into population control?
BY LUCI DAVIS
Recently, a bulletin board appearing
in the campuscenter created a small uproar. The bulletin board was sponsored
by a group of students as part of a political science project. SCARED (Students
Concerned About Resource and Environmental Depletion) was an acronym
agreed upon by the students as a motto
for their project.
The project entailed "effecting legislation"—i e., getting a local, state, or national government to change, amend,
or delete a law. SCARED decided to try
and persuade Congress to pass legislation that would encourage population
control. SCARED sees overpopulation
as the biggest threat that faces the environment and natural resource conservation today. Because most of the
world's citizens do not seem to care or
even be aware of the problems created
by overpopulation, SCARED is appealing to Congress in hopes of making
overpopulation a national concern.
SCARED is using a variety of tactics

Exploring one's own sexuality
continued from page 6
we stopped doing it, "forgetting" we ever
did, or if we continued to, kept it a secret,
with ourselves can be a liberating experience, a part of our liberation from sexual
oppression. We have much to gain from
learning to make love to ourselves. We
can get reacquainted with our bodies, and
learn to appreciate them. Essential to
having a positive body image is appreciating our sexual organs, their feel, looks,
smell,and taste. Masturbation alsoallows
us to become independent of others for
our sexual satisfaction. We learn to make
ourselves feel good, no longer expecting
other people to make our lives work, to
make us feel complete, to make us happy.
We have many ways of giving ourselves pleasure. We m<iy use our fingers,
a vibrator, a stream of water, fantasies,
contractions of our vaginal muscles, or
anything else that we can dream up. We
mav masturbate to satiate sexual desires,

to feel in tune with ourselves, or sometimes just to relieve stress. We may feel
aroused and masturbate at anytime and
anywhere—studying in our room, on
the Blue Bus, at a party, in class. We may
find that sex with ourselves give us
deeper understanding into the times
we feel most sexual, the fantasies we
find arousing, the ways we enjoy being
touched. Knowing what turns us on not
only gives us more freedom and selfknowledge but can also enrich our sexual interactions with others, making
them more fulfilling.
If you don't masturbate and want to,
try it! At first, you may feel silly, or
awkward or guilty. Lots of us feel that
way, but usually our feelings change in
time. Relax, go with it, have fun! Do
whatever feels good. And remember,
we don't all enjoy masturbating, so if
vou can't get into it, trust yourself and
don't do it.

Career Plans Undecided?
Consider the Opportunities
in Nursing!
Albright College offers the undeclared and R.N. student an
accredited four-year program
leading to the B.S. In Nursing
and the many career options
associated with professional
nursing.
For Information return tht request below to:
Dl. Barbara Haua. C haIrperaon Department of Nuratng
P.O. Box 15234. Reading, PA 19611-5234

Please send Information on Albright's Nursing Program to:
Name
__^_
Address.
Telephone.

to achieve their goal. These include the
research and writing of a report concerning the seriousness of the problem; petitions being circulated around the college
and Bryn Mawr communities, and letters to Congressional leaders. SCARED
also has a specific agenda that calls for
(a)double the tax refund for families with
one child; (b) give no refund to families
with two children; and (c) allowing
families with more than two children to
only claim one child as a dependent for
taxation purposes. It was this last proposal that seemed most upsetting to the

college community. A space for comments on the display in the campus center was most often inscribed with the
word "classist"—a favorite of the bi-co
community.
Perhaps the most surprising result was
not the generally negative response from
the college, but the positive response
from the Bryn Mawr community where
the petition drive has been very successful. Despite campus opposition, group
members remain confident and have
managed to get signatures from bona
fide Mawrters (gasp!).

International students
continued from page 3
ground that are not at all true and that
makes it harder for international students to adjust."
On pluralism workshops, Munize
remarked, "I think it's great if you want
to broaden everybody's mind, but I don't
think that you should flatten out...because
we're a very diverse group at Bryn
Mawr....They are not going to solve all
problems with pluralistic forums, because when all is said and done, a lot

more is said than done." She thinks that
a more personal approach works better.
"I think that if Americans have stereotyped ideas about other people, it's nice
if they come and talk to the people directly. And it's also important for international students not to get defensive,
but to take it as'Hey, this person wants to
get to know me; she wants to change her
views.' I think both parties have to work
into that."

Hadley article cont 'd
continued from page 1
pus security.
When she is on duty, Hadley said,
"People walk by and they always doubletake" upon seeing that sheisa woman,
which makes her feel "less secure."
Against this constant reminder of her
heightened vulnerability because of her
sex, Hadley cites the safety precautions
taken for the security monitors: the security booth is enclosed with metal bars,
the door locks well, and they are connected to the main security office by radio.
Even so, she does not feel comfortable
patrolling after midnight except on
weekends when there are more people
around.
I ladley refuses to accept the idea that
a student should be more equipped to
work on the security force because he is
male. As she put it, "One of the most
crucial factors in making a place sale for
women is having it made safe by other
women." She was surprised that Bryn
Mawr did not have more women on their
security force and that Mawrters .is ,i
whole were not more outspoken on this
issue. She said, "If you're constantly
living in a society where men are the only
ones who can make it safe, then they hold
that power over you."
As a means to improve campus security, which she said at both schools is
"pretty lax," Hadley thought that the

student escort service is an excellent idea.
She also thought that Bryn Mawr should
following Haverford's example in implementing a plan to pass out rape
whistles, because "people run around
here screaming at all hours and it's hard
to tell if they're being threatened or just
rolling down a hill." She suggested that
community should be kept informed of
rapes on campus and their circumstances,
not specific information about the parties involved, to keep students cognizant
of the actual risks and the ways in which
those risks can be minimized.
In regard to personal safety, Hadley
said, "I feel safer at Bryn Mawr [than at
Haverford], probably because it's a
smaller campus.'1 However, she also said
that Bryn Mawr is "pehaps more vulnerable because it's a women's college.'' In
the event of an emergency, Hadley said
that she would be "more inclined to call
the police than Brvn Mawr security."
Hadley answered the question "What
can wedo,as Mawrters, to keepourselces
safe on this campus?" with the suggestion that we all be more aware of our
surroundings and work together to
strengthen security measures at Bryn
Vlawr. For this, we have a good example
in Robin I ladley who is taking an active
role in keeping the bi-co community safe
,even though, as she said, "If my mother
knew, she would freak."
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Slipping Under

This is Called a Fuck You Poem
I can't drink Stolichnaya straight
and dance on tables anymore
and I'm attracted to a man who
should be in cheddar cheese commercials
And I wear sweatpants
and stand in line for beer
and smoke incessantly
1 used to place my cold glass
on my forehead and stare coyly
at balding men and when they
looked I'd turn to Yiannis
and kiss him
and laugh
once I loved dark men only
mediterranean eyes and stubble
and now I twirl my hair
and curse in Greek
and love a blond
you do know this is against
my will—don't you?
—Ranya Sihweil

you've slipped
into my bed
with familiar ease
remember telling me
that you never could
sleep tangled up
with someone
yet here you are
shrugged on
like well-worn jeans
the fabric soft
at the edges
you've slipped
into my nights
saying to me
"sometimes as
your breathing deepens
I can feel you
dreaming
half-awake
but then you twitch
away and I know
you've gone"
you've slipped
into my conversations
without notice
and I wonder
occasionally
if my mother can
read the subtexts
but I know
if s the references
to a nameless
third party
that keep
my ex-lover guessing
—Genevieve Bell

Send submissions to Gia Hansbury, Box C-1031.
Please include you name and phone number. Poems will be printed anonymously on request.
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One-act plays
uneven, but
worth seeing
continued from page 5
Megan Terry. Here was a piece that was
dynamic, captivating, and very interesting. Alexa Weber as "Woman" (what
better?!) was outstanding with her repertoire of characters and the ease and
grace with which she moved between
them. The entire company showed a
cohesiveness and level of talent that
helped to make the show the compeling
production it turned out to be. The play
consisted of a range of intertwined and
juxtaposed scenes and pictures about
relationships, understanding and listening. I did not even try to come up with a
pat explanation for the piece - although
(unfortunately) we have created a tradition of boxing experience into clever
answers - because I think I will enjoy the
experience more if I just let it sit and
ferment.
Suzanne HavUand and Hilary Gelber
experimented. This one worked. I had
to be actively involved in all that was
happening in the space two rows ahead
of me and could not just sit back and let
words bounce off my ears and predict
themes and endings. More than the fact
that their wxperiment worked, it is
commendable that they did experiment.
If the Student Theatre Company can
continue to produce experiments such as
this one, it would certainlyhaveachieved
a major goal. That is, to provide resources and opportunities for people to
be truly creative. For people to produce
works of theatre that stimulate thought,
discussion, controversies, and above all,
to move the senses.

Lord's Antichrist astounds & disappoints
continued from page 5
scape-goating the woman for man's sins.
Mere Ubu (played with delicious and
endearing bitchiness by Katie Glick) was
compared to Lady Macbeth and to Eve in
her manipulation of her husband/verbal sparring partner, Pere Ubu, to commit a sin (she gave him the idea to kill the
king). Theirs was a world of dirty language, soiled conscience, and tainted
goodness.
The use of profanity, especially the
word "shitter," which was hurled back

and forth, indicated the ugly, cacophonous, and filthy nature of people in attitude, mentality, and intelligence (or lack
thereof). The vulgarity was not limited
to language but was also in the preoccupation with physical gratification
through sex, food, and defecation. The
dinner scene with Pere and Mere Ubu
and their conspirators, Captain McNure
(played with dry humor by Dan Kim)
and the Palcontents (an often successfully silly quartet played by Deborah
Swedlow, Eliot Angle, Karl Pisor, and

ycu^ttif...

Brynn Rosen) displayed their grotesque
epicureanism. One of the winning
moments of this play was Glick's husky
and sibilantly sensual recitation of the
menu ("...Baby back ribs...sah[!l, rump
roasusst,Char-lotteRusse...sah[!]"). The
theme of bodily satiation was in keeping
with the sense-oriented approach of this
production.
The use of video and audio enhancement was done cleverly, especially the
puppet show battle where Pere Ubu was
a phallic representation; he was then not

only figuratively but also literally and
very visibly a dick. But these technical
manipulations only reminded me of the
constant emphasis on the visual and the
aural. The meaning of the play was
always embedded in and impeded by
the sensual aspect.
Collectively, all the players, for the
most part, acted as well as could be expected in a play that relied more on visual and verbal exaggeration and emphasis than on characterization. Some of the
performances were first-rate and practically sustained the entire play. Particularly notable were Sanders and Glick as
the principals, Kim as McNure and the
Bear (a haunting figure that Pere Ubu
encountered on the Russian steppes), and
Ben Tsocanos as the King of Poland and
the Russian czar (both, especially the
latter was played with a wonderfully
hilarious insouciance; he gave a gem of a
performance in roles that amounted to
nothing more than cameos.).
In the course of Ubu Antichrist, allusions to Christianity and high tragedy
were made, each having its own (sometimes questionably) revered and egofilled figure who is made (or thinks
himself) to be a mortal God — Pere Ubu,
Christ, and Shakespeare. Each found
gratification in his ambition, vocation,
and talent, but these pleasures were selfdeluding and exclusive to themselves
alone. Jarry seemed to be saying that this
comparison to God was the most heinous sin of all. And not ironically, the
one person who can feel fully gratified
by this production is Mark Lord. Using
sensual and physical terminology (hey,
why not, if s a Lord play), I found the
experience to be neither a cathartic nor
an orgasmic pleasure, but more like a
belch—satisfying to an extent but hardly
worth mentioning.
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Hancock angered by criticism of SGA decision
continued from page 3
Quickly bypassing the rather
provocative, if not quite accurate, first
sentence of the Editorial and the
ensuing summary paragraph of "how
it happened", I would like to deal
almost exclusively with the Editorial's
characterization of the possible reasons
and implications, both explicit and
implicit (the most interesting part I
think we would all agree) for the
events surrounding the motions
dealing with the SGA meeting scheduled for November 12,1989. Basically,
I am talking about the rest of the
Editorial, that is, the last three paragraphs, counting Jaye Fox's rather
orphaned and ambiguous quote.
Representing the discussion
surrounding the motions both to cancel
the meeting and, alternatively, to allow
"excused" absences, i.e. absences that
would not count toward possible
removal from office for reasons of lack
of attendance, the Editorial condemns
the situation as "intolerable". Let me
quote the entire passage in question
and beyond, in good pedantic Bryn
Mawr style, before I say anything
more.
Those who voted against the proposals
gave a variety of excuses and explanations:
There has to be a limit to the number of
excused absences. It's not appropriate for
SGA to take a political stance. Et cetera, et
cetera. This is intolerable. Presumably, we
elected these people to office because we
thought that they would speak up for what
they believed in. Tltat they would take
political stances. Instead, they chose
apathy.
Essentially, they decided that hearing
reports from Social Committee and faculty
meetings were more important than
making a statement about our right to
choice. What's more, they imposed their
apathy on those Assembly members who
actually cared—by choosing to carry on
with their meeting and make decisions
without them. They chose to penalize them
for their commitment to activism. Since
there is a limit to the number of meetings
an Assembly member may miss unexcused,
those of our representatives who care
enough about reproductive rights to attend
the rally will be placing their positions in
jeopardy.
And thus the reasoning behind the
Editorial's opening line: "On Sunday,
the SGA Assembly voted against the
Choice rally" and what follows.
Yes, indeed, an interesting line of
reasoning: That discussion and voting
on several motions does not qualify as
taking "political stances". That
discussion and voting does not
constitute "belief" for a SGA Assembly
member. That one would qualify as
"apathetic" not for barring others
participation in a political rally, but for
refusing to treat their absence as
different from the attendance — on any
other day — of any other political rally.
Such an analysis could continue as you
may well imagine.
While there were many "excuses
and explanations" offered that evening
for the variety of motions that we
discussed, many more complex and
eloquent — expressing both the
ambiguities of the situation and
personal reasons for voting — than
those summarized in the Editorial, I
would never say that "these people",
your friends and classmates, didn't
speak up for what they believed in.
Quite on the contrary.
It appears to me to be exactly a
political stance to examine this
question in SGA and vote either way
— yea or nay — to cancel the meeting
or allow excused absences, based on a
"procedural" questions — like
cancelling a meeting despite the fact
that quorum would apparently be
reached the coming week, or the fact

that the entire Assembly had approved
at the first SGA meeting this semester
to allow excused absences only for a
very limited spectrum of reasons,
including, but not limited to, family
emergency, serious illness, or a
religious holiday — or for some wholly
other reason, procedural or not.
What happened Sunday night was
exactly political because there was
discussion — there was neither silence
nor motions \o stifle discussion — nor
was simply one motion brought up,
but alternatives as well. (We even
extended time past the normal 8:30
p.m. cut-off in order to discuss the
question fully. That in itself should
have earned brownie points with
editorialists at The College News,
especially after the previous issue's
editorial that bemoaned the fact that
SGA was getting out on time, and, ye
gods, EARLY! But I digress...) Furthermore, these motions — to be completely fundamental — were all voted
on (i.e. they were not "imposed" by
some core group of Assembly members wrestling other "caring" members
down and forcing them to acquiesce to
their desires — what a ludicrous
picture comes to mind!). Thus I do not
understand how we were not political
and did not fulfill the presumption of
speaking up for what we believe in.
Unless, of course, "speaking up for
what they believed in" means agreeing
with The College News Editorial's
conception of the proper political
behavior on this controversial vote, or,
more succinctly, the proper political
belief on the controversial topic of
reproductive rights in the United
States. Kind of harsh? Yes, but it is a
very serious thing to characterize that
specific SGA meeting as a referendum
on activism and SGA's commitment or
lack of commitment to activism or,
more seriously, to extrapolate from the
votes that occured a statement to the
effect that SGA, when faced with Social
Committee and faculty meeting reports
and "making a statement about our
right to chose" chose the former —
since 1 never voted on any motion to
that effect, nor did I think that the topic
ever was "SGA's commitment to
activism" or chosing Social Committee
over "making a statement about our
right to chose", however one might
want to draw evidence of the unseen
hand of apathy at that meeting.
It is a very serious thing to define a
very long period of complex debate as
"apathetic", especially when the
appellation comes not after "inaction",
but more properly put, upon disap-

pointed expectations — as if "apathy"
was not a concept of a want of feeling
or indifference to what appeals to
feelings or interests — a very strong
and proper critique to be made of that
night in my own mind — but rather
"when someone doesn't act the way I
want them to". Does action and
politics and belief and stances then
become purely the realm of the results
that we aim for, or can politics encompass and be evaluated for the ways we
live and deal with the questions we
have? Am I therefore not "political"
because I voted "wrong?" Does voting
only count when it is "right?" Does
SGA "get credit" for acting like
political beings, or is politics on this
campus only going to be judged on
what we espouse?
Why does it bother me so much to
be told these things — that SGA, when
faced with Social Committee and
faculty meeting reports and "making a
statement about our right to chose,"
chose the former? Because it simply is
not true. I refuse to be told that I care
more about Social Committee meetings
than about the issue of abortion. I
refuse to be told or believe that I am
apathetic because I did not feel that
cancelling a meeting was appropriate
in this case, or that someone should
receive an excused absence — an
exception to our SGA Attendance
Policy — in this case. But more
succinctly, I will be damned before I
will be told that one's attendance is
evidence, yea or nay, as to one's
commitment or caring about anything.
Such an attitude makes those who
could not attend racism forums last
year no matter their belief or color or
experience, a racist, and, in this case,
makes me apathetic and, God forbid,
anti-abortion.
Life is simply not that easy to
describe. It is like saying that because I
took an unexcused absence the week
before to attend a field hockey dinner,
Bryn Mawr SGA doesn't support
athletics. Or that women at coed
schools don't care about women's
issues or that they aren't "feminists".
That's crap. As if the concept that one
could have a particular view, in this
case, on abortion, and that would
wholly determine her conduct vis-a-vis
that topic, down to allowing herself
and others excused absences to march
in a rally. Gosh, to think that way, I
need only know one person's political
view and I can wholly predict her
behavior! Such insight! Such penetrating psychology! Such a way of
thinking would make, taken to its

extreme, every true "Christian" a
"Catholic", every true "woman" a
"wife", and every true "Mawrtyr"
unshaven. In some minds, that is.
Such determinism goes both ways,
folks, and cuts pretty deeply whichever
way it does go.
But, perhaps most deeply, what
disturbs me most about the Editorial
has less to do with the SGA meeting or
how it was represented to Bryn Mawr
in The College News Editorial, but the
attitude toward politics and fairness
that it presents. I discussed the
political aspect above, and yet I remain
somewhat baffled, because now that I
think about it, we really did a very
strictly "fair" thing. We refused to
differentiate between points of view to
such an extent that we would not even
pass a motion that granted excused
absences to "either side" participating
in the rally. Doesn't such a procedural
issue attempt a very politically correct
evaluation'of issues — the very kind of
evaluation that gets 4.0's at this school
because of it's — and our therefore —
apparent ability to treat all parties
fairly, or, hoped for more, equally?
I wonder, then, what the Editorial
would have been, had we voted to
allow these precious unexcused
absences for "either side" in this
particular instance. Would we have
had it pointed out that we had ignored
and "imposed our beliefs on those
Assembly members who actually
cared" about some other cause?
Wouldn't we have gone further, if such
a thing had happened, and penalized
others whose commitment to activism
didn't encompass issues of abortion
and reproductive rights? Would we
have been called to task on that, as I
would well hope we would?
I wonder. The characterization of
the Editorial seems to have not been
interested in the full complexities of the
situation, what I felt we were wrestling
with and what I felt were the important considerations to take into account
before we allowed for a cancelled
meeting or excused absences. Nowhere in the Editorial was it even
considered that it could be possible
when an Assembly member's absences
cause her to come before the Assembly
to be reinstated that other members
would not "hold it against her" her
absence for the march — even if we
had individually voted to make that an
unexcused absence. No, I suppose
such subtleties of behavior are not so
easily appreciated and thus such a
consideration was not thought of —
continued on page 9

SGA fails to support choice, campus
To the Editor
I am writing in reference to a discussion held at SGA on Nov.5 regarding
the pro-Choice rally in Washington,
DC. What started as a simple tally of
who was going to miss the next week's
meeting (due to the march) turned into
a heated discussion of what constitutes
an excused absence and, more importantly, what issues (if any) SGA has a
right to support.
It was said by many people at the
meeting that if there was a rally of a
different kind, we wouldn't be discussing the possibility of excused absences
for those attending. I agree with this
statement, but I don't understand it as
an objection to granting excused
absences for the march. It is unfair to
objectify all of the issues we are faced
with today, especially now that it has
been left up to us, the American
people, to help make a decision about a
specific issue that will affect women for

many years to come.
Certainly, there are some issues that
are more important to some people
and there are some people who agree
that an issue is important and still
disagree on the issue itself, but we
can't let our fear of offending each
other stop us from taking a stand. We,
the community of Bryn Mawr now
share a new understanding of our
differences through our attention to
pluralism, however, this does not mean
that we must try to constantly accommodate the views of every member of
the community. Not only would such
accommodation be impossible but organizations like SGA could not
function.
We have a right to act as one student
body in order to preserve our right to
an abortion. Although not everyone
agrees that this right should be
protected, I cannot find an objection to
allowing our own SGA to openly

support the pro-Choice campaign if the
majority of the campus was also in
support. We are women, and the issue
of abortion is an issue of our rights
alone. To place the issues of whale
killing world peace, and flag burning
in the same category as the abortion
issue right now is unfair. Would the assembly have reacted this way about
persons missing SGA for an ERA rally
in 1982 or a rally for women's suffrage
in 1920?
It is now our time to preserve what's
left of Roe v. Wade. As a concerned,
but separate community we may have
enough force to help protect our rights,
but we must not overlook the possibility of uniting under' SGA in order to
reach our full potential as activists due
to fear of discord within out community.
Christine L. Pluta '91
Dorm President, Rockefeller Hall
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Basketball season rebounds
BY MARY ELIZABETH CAVE

years. Ray said that the team has been "
working very hard and everyone is giving one hundred percent — the work
ethic is good." The main concern for Ray
is injury and sickness; there are only
eight players right now and five members are necessary to play the game. When
asked about the Haverford and
Swarthmore games, Ray said that they
are " always competitive no matter what."
The team members and their positions
this year are Erin Adamson '93, center
and forward; Marianne Dait '90, guard;
Julie Demeo '92, center and forward;
Mary Beth Janicki '93, guard and forward; Jo-Anne Meyer '90, guard; Lisa
Wells '91, guard and forward; Kerry
Williams '90, center and forward; and
Julie Zuraw'90, guard and forward. The
co-captains this year are seniors Jo-Anne
Meyer and Julie Zuraw.
Ray said that " if people had experience in high school in basketball, then
come on out for the team." If you are
interested and have experience then call
the gym (X7343) and ask for Ray Tharan.

"Small but powerful" would be a good
description of the Bryn Mawr basketball
team this year. There are eight strong
players on the 1989 fall team; unfortunately, Lisa Wells will be away for Junior
Year Abroad next semester, so there will
only be seven players in the spring.
On November 9, Bryn Mawr scrimmaged Chestnut Hill on the opposition's
turf winning 70-39 and on November 14
they scrimmaged Delaware Community
College at home with a win of 73-33.
Bryn Mawr played Lebanon Valley away
on the seventeenth coming out with a
win of 51-50.
The rest of the season after winter break
looks exciting. The Rosemont game in
January, and the Haverford and
Swarthmore games in February are all at
home this year, so mark your calendar!
The team's coach is Ray Tharan; he has
been assistant coach of the team for five
years and head coach for two years. He
has also coached the soccer team for seven
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Why the sky is
blue: a partial
definitive list
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BY TRACY TROTTER
l.Ifssad.
2. It's not really blue—it's just an illusion
caused by the diffraction of the sun's
rays by the many small particles suspended in the air. The reason the sky
looks blue and the rest of the world
doesn't is because there are so many
more particles above you than to the
side.
3. It's a reflection from the sea.
4. God made it that way.
5. What, would you rather have it red?
Sheesh!
6. So that you can tell it from the trees,
which are green.
7. It used to be light orange, but Picasso
painted it blue during his Blue Period
and you just don't know because you
weren't alive then.
8. There is no sky—it's really just a whole
bunch of blue whales that are so high
up that you can't see them, only their
blueness.
9. In 1937, when the Vanish toilet bowl
company was just getting started, a
corporate spy from the Ty-D-Bowl
company planted a bomb in their
manufacturing plant and when it blew
up, it stained the whole sky. Vanish
sued Ty-D-Bowl and won an amount
sufficient to repair the damaged plant
but not enough to clean the sky. The
government is currently researching
possibleclean-up methods.
10.Who cares?
Any other questions?

Pea/v^ IfWy l4ft/vJo
Dear Ms. Hank,
I am a junior desperately in need of
your help. I feel soaimless, drifting along
in a stagnant sea of community calm! I
long for my earlier days here, when I
could escape the banality of irrelevant
academic babble by immersing myself in
Bryn Mawr's political tides, losing my
own trivial personal and academic worries in the ocean of political fervor that
raged like a hurricane across our ivory
tower. What ever happened to the excitement, the drama, the controversy, the
spice, the fervor, the thrill, the high of the
Bryn Mawr I once knew and loved?
Are our hard-won ideals evaporating
like a puddle in the sun? Are they going
down the drain? Where have all the forums gone?
— thirsting for justice

Dear Thirsting,
Personally, Ms. Hank and her political agenda could do without yet another
"forum a la Bryn Mawr College." However, the concerns you voice are not

uncommon or unimportant ones. It is
true that the political energy that has
been such a live force on campus in past
years now seems to be in a phase of
dormancy. There are several current
theories explaining this phenomenon.
Most prominent are the pseudo-Freudian "unconscious campus tensions are
avoidingresolution"theory (perhaps.but
such a state of repression can't last forever) and the neo-Freudian "everyone's
energy is being spent on sex" theory (not
bloody likely!!).
However, theories of causality not
withstanding, the dilemma remains. In
keepingwithherusualwisdom, Ms, Hank
has no simple solutions, no formulae
simple or otherwise, no solid answers
(after all, the myth of the conclusion is a
patriarchal construct!). However Ms.
Hank asks you to consider some general
questions. Is dormancy really stagnation? Or are over-worked activists taking a well-deserved rest? After all, the
burden of change has too often rested on
the shoulders of too few (usually those
whose shoulders were already over-

burdened with loads of oppression).
So, for the present Ms. Hank suggests,
don't sweat it! Enjoy the peace while it
lasts — however ominous it may be.
Remember, dear Thirsting, don't let your
penchant for excitement lead you on the
fuse-like road to burnout. After all, burnout is the surest way to dry up even the
most burgeoning idealism. And if your
academic work seems apolitical and irrelevant (as well it may), liven it up,
make connections! fust as the personal
is political, so is the pedantic.
And, if all this doesn't work, get up off
your ass and do something. Someone
once said (at a forum, even) "don't let
others speak for you." Ms. Hank would
add, don't let others act for you.
Action=life!! And, to return to your
(ahem!) striking metaphor, it will eventually thaw and the spring rain will
bring to fruition the new growth and
evolution of our various collective consciousnesses.
Death to the patriarchy and
an end to all oppression,
Ms. Hank

